
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of manager,
talent acquisition. To join our growing team, please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for manager, talent acquisition

Manage the full internal/external recruitment process, by analyzing the
business needs, preparing job descriptions, selecting the appropriate job
posting methods, screening candidates and scheduling job interviews to
support the assigned areas
Ensure full and timely communication with all participants during the hiring
process
Lead a proactive approach by anticipating the recruitment needs, identifying
and sourcing appropriate talents for open roles within the Organization
Identify future talent needs and create/manage talent CVs pools (internal and
external) to fill the vacancies
Provide regular reporting and analysis on staffing activities, application flow,
time to hire, and recruitment cost analysis, within agreed KPIs
Collaborate with the Employer Branding Manager around strengthening
collaborations with specific schools and universities, with a focus on interns
recruitment as a source of staffing solutions
Contribute to various Talent Management projects as per company
strategical needs
Develop and regularly update processes and methodologies around talent
acquisition on a worldwide level, in line with Kering guidelines, and including
a tool box of suggested best practice instruments like interview guide,
candidate evaluation report, reference check guidelines, luxury excellence
recruitment guidelines, referral program

Example of Manager, Talent Acquisition Job
Description
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Business Functions
Gathering marketing intelligence on other firms and industries

Qualifications for manager, talent acquisition

Eligibility to work in Beijing / China
Bilingual Chinese / English, both written and verbal
Identify and drive continuous improvement to ensure speed while maintaining
quality
Build and foster a recruiting culture where every manager and employee is a
recruiter
Ensure a candidate-centric approach that is aligned with both the needs of
the candidate and our brand promise
Gain and leverage insight on how our offerings are workforce relevant and
responsive


